The following diagrams have been created to help illustrate ideal calendars for various leave of absence scenarios. For more details, see specific Leave of Absence User Guides (select “Leave” in the Topic drop-down menu) on the ISC website.

Leave Of Absence Example Calendar - Staff: Becoming a Parent Leave (FMLA Approved)
## Leave Of Absence Example Calendar: Faculty on Sick Leave

### Per Plan

**Sick Time Off Plan - Faculty (days)**

- **PN-0001002 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (Instructional)**
- 90 Days

**Total**
- 90 Days
- 0 Hours

### October 2017

#### Balance as of:

- 08 / 18 / 2017

#### Leave of Absence:
- No Payroll Impact Entered by Employee or Academic Partner

#### Tracking Time:
- Tracks Entitlement Balances Entered by Academic Partner after leave is approved

#### Weekday Time Off:
- Payroll impacting Entered by the ERO or Time and Absence Initiator

#### Weekend Time Off (Academic Only):
- Payroll impacting Entered by the ERO or Time and Absence Initiator
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